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The Sixth Committee

Understanding that complexity of the issue of terrorism as it affects the international community,1

Applauds all efforts being made by member nations in attempt to eradicate all forms of terrorism2
on a global level, 3

Affirms the work of the United Nations in the 12 major conventions on terrorism,4

Noting that the current UN has taken into account general representations of what terrorism is5
such as in Resolution 56/88, that has been understood by the General Assembly,  6

Recognizing that terrorism is not always sponsored by states and that terrorism can exist within7
nations without the knowledge of or detection by the housing nations, 8

Emphasizing that criminal acts intended or calculated to provoke a state of terror in any9
circumstance political, philosophical, ideological, racial, ethnic, religious, or other nature that10
may be invoked to justify them, are unjustifiable;11

Reminds all nations that education is also a key instrument to be used as a defense mechanism in12
the fight against world terrorism;13

1. Strongly supports the sharing of intelligence pertaining to potential terrorist threats with14
other member states;15

2. Recommends a task force on terrorism be created to investigate international terrorism as16
well as domestic terrorism upon request of the sovereign nation which will:17

         a. Be made up of two representatives from each geographical bloc chosen by the18
GA, which reports directly to the Security Council19



s b.  Requests funding from ECOSOC to establish and support this task force20

  c.  Investigate acts of international terror which are deliberate and detrimental to the21
safety and security of political, economic and social aspects of society22

 d. Create an international set of guide lines, based upon previous action of the UN23
and information acquired through investigations, to be applied to each terrorist act24
and ratified by the GA25

 e. Work towards final goal of solidifying the sharing of information by member26
states in hopes of establishing a central database containing information regarding27
terrorist groups, actors and other pertinent information in the hopes of28
immobilizing terrorist groups and preventing future terrorist actions29

3. Further suggests the denial of funds to any organization, charity, or other group known30
or found to be financially aiding any terrorist network or organization, including:31

a. The harboring of terrorists an/or opening borders to known terrorist networks;32

b. Further including the financial support, encouragement and or provision of33
training terrorists; 34

4. Encourages nations to cooperate on an international level for the purpose of35
apprehending known terrorists around the world;36

5. Emphasizes the need for nations to cooperate with Interpol;37

6. Recommends home governments in conjunction with and the support of the United38
Nations to implement educational programs to better educate citizens on what terrorism39
is and how to fight it within their own sovereignty and include what International Law40
has provided to alleviate terrorism and to better ensure their security;41

7. Encourages all member states that have not yet done so to ratify all 12 major conventions42
regarding terrorism;43

8. Further stresses the importance of the implementation by member states of domestic44
legislation for the prevention of terrorism within their respective borders.45

Final Vote:   57 in favor / 21 opposed / 11 abstentions 


